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1. Introduction. A mapping f of a lattice L1 into a lattice
is called join homomorphic, when or any elements a,b of L1 there
exists the relation

f(a b)=f(a) f(b).

This mapping is order preserving, for, if a 3> b in LI, it follows
f()=f( b)=f(a) f(b), i.e. f(a) -’,f(b) in L2.

If we define fl 3>ft., when or any element of L1 fl()3>ft.(a) is
satisfied, then the set of all join homomorphic transformations forms
a partially ordered set {f}. If L2 is complete and completely dis-
tributive, then {f} is a complete lattice For there exist the following
relations for any element a of L

(f, .f2)(a)-----f(a) f2(a)

(f (-f)(a)= j (g(a) iX),x

( , (ff X))(a)ffi (h(a) Y)
where {gl x eX) is the set of all transformations such that
and (hy lye Y) is the set of all transformations such that h <f= for
all x of X. This join f f2, meet f cf, complete join U f and

x
complete meet ff are again clearly join homomorphic transformations.

x
In this paper we are concerned with the problem of a lattice-

theoretic characterisation of this join homomorphic transformation-lattice
for the case, when L2 is the two-element lattice {0, 1}.

Lemma 1. All ideals in L form a lattice, which is dual isomorphic
with the join homomorphic transformation-lattice (f} of L into {0,1}.

Proof. Let f be a join homomorphic mapping of L into (0, 1}.
Then the set f-(0) is an ideal in L. For if a, b ef-(0), then f(a b)
=f(a) f(b)= 0 therefore a b ef-(0). And if a ef-(O), b . a,
then clearly f(b)<f(a)=0. Hence f-l(0) includes b.

Conversely, let 2 be an ideal in L, then the transformation f such
that

f(a)--0, a e 2,

f(a)-- 1, a

1) Cf. A. Komatu. On a Characterisation of Order Preserving Transformation-
lattice. Proc. 19 (1943), 27.
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is clearly join homomorphic. Hence the correspondence between an
ideal in L and a join homomorphic transformation of L into {0, 1}
is one to one.

Furthermore this correspondence is a dual lattice isomorphism.
.t f,fi be any two such transformations, and let I, . be respectively
the ideals f-(0), f-(0). Now if (f
is included in the ideal .I c .. Conversely, if e c z, then
f(a) 0 and ft.(a) 0 therefore

(fl 9f) (a) 0.

Hence

And if
that . 1, [2, i.e. D 21 92). When we denote by 1 922
the least ideal such that -/1 92., i.e. I1 ’ 92.= f ida, then

x
a e I1 1 I. Conversely if a e
Hence for any transformation g such that g <fl,f, we have g(a)=0,

i.e. (]i cfz) (a) U (g(a)) O.

Therefore we conclude

(Af.)-’(0) l,

2. Transformation-lattice.
Lemma . Every element f of {f} has at least one expression

as the meet of some meet-irreducible2) elements.
Proof. Let f-l(0)= {alX}, =ac L, and let f be the join

homomorphic transformation such that

f;’(0)=.

Then f= ff. For from f-(0) .f;(0) it followsf<f, i.e. f< ff.x x
And if g< ff,, then g-(0)f-(0), i.e. g-(0) J I=f-(0). Hence

e <f. Therefore it must be f-- f f.x
Every f is meet-irreducible or finite-meet-reducible into some

meet-irreducible elementsa). For if

f= f {gv Y}, g,l(0) principal ideal,
Y

then f. <g hence f;l(0) g(0). If I 4: g$1(0) for all y, then

2 4 J (gl(0)). But 2=(/ g)-(0) is the least ideal, which includes
Y Y

all the ideal e(0). Whence for some finite elements bg(O)
1) [1 2 means the set sum of 2, and %.
2) a is said meet-irreducible, when, if a= f {ax IX}, then necessarily a=a for

some x. See. A. Komatu" On a Characterisation of Order Preserving Transformation-
lattice. Proc. 19 (1943), 27.

3) a is said finite-meet-reducible or finite-meet-reducible into meet-irreducible
elements, when, if a= [ (alX) with meet-irreducible elements a, then a-

a:,.--. a for some finite subset x a of X.
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(=1,2 ,n) it must be a<b,l,...b,,.
Therefore ( -g,) (O), i.e. = g;J(0).

This shows ily tht f is fini-mt-ucible in me mt-
irrucible element.
Lem 3. The subt L’ of all mt-iucible elemen and all

mt-fini-rucible elemen= in {f} forms a lai, which is dual
imorpc th L.

Pf. tf a mt-ucible element or a fini-mt-rucible
element, i.e. fe L’, and let f-(0)= {a= X} and a= L= ffi. t f=

the transformation such that fz(0)=, then f= f as in lemma 2.
x

m the finim-mt-ucibili of f we n prove sily

f=f=, f
Whence f-(0)is the lst idol which includ f(O)= (i=

1, 2, ...., n). Therefore f-(0) is the principal ideal

(a,w...wa)L.
From lemma 1 and 2 we conclude that L is dually lattice iso-

morphic with L.. Join in {f} is continuous with rt to the general-
iz (o) logy) of {f}. Mt is not nly continuo.

Prof. t a dit of elemen {fX} converge f. Then
there exist two dir of elemen {ffi[X}, {]X} such that

and

for z<:z2in X

= <=f=< = for any a e X,

U {leX}=limf= f {.[eX}.x x

Hence for any element g of {f}

(i)
for any zl <= in X

=g<f=g<=g for y xeX, and

(2)

It is clear that (U ) g= U (= g). Furthermore we can
prove eily (/) .} A (, ). For if a e ((/) ,) g) -(0), then

e(/ ,)-(0) nd e-(0) by the first relation it follows <; 1
X

t---t,, for s’ne finite eg(O) (i=1, ..., ). Let be an

1) Cf. G. Birkhoff- Lattice Theory, p. 32,
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dement of X such that for every >, then <, i.e. (0)
(0). Hence every a. is included in the ideal (0) and so is a.

Thefore we conclude for this that e.( g)-(0) U ((Ug)-(0)),
i.e. ()# ().

The inve order is obo from g ( ) , hence
x

( )= ( #).

The formula (2) now k the form

(3) U (= g) (liraf=) g (= g).

From (1) and (3) we that lim(fg)=(limf)g, i.e.
(f gX} converges f g.

3. Crt of t trfmat{-ttice.
L 5. t L* a laice with the following prorties:

i) complete, ii) every element is a mt of meet-iucible elements.
iii) join is continuous tht the generalized (o)-tolo of L*.

Then, if = a= b a any two uctions of a into infinitex
mt-irrucible comnen, we can lt for every y smbly me
finite z (i= 1, 2, ..., ) such that

b a a%
and for every z some fini y (j=l, 2, ..., m) such that

a b, b,,
Proof. t F the t of all fini sub {a} of X, then I" is

a dirt t. If a= (x, x, ..., ,} and a=a, a,,, then for
a in 1"we have aa in L*.

Clearly a a, for every a e I: hence

(4 a a.
i.

But if we select e F suibly for every x e X such that x e,,, then
a a, in L* hence

(5) a= a a f a.x r

From (4) and (5) it follows that the dirt t of elements
{a ]F} converges to a. From the property iii) of L*

b=b a=b a)= (a, b).
F F

Fr the prorty ii)

a b c, c mt-irreducible,

i.e. b ( c). But b, is mt-irreducible, hence b c a, baeF

for me z e Z,.
Therefore it mt b=a b, i.e.
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b,,>a,,=a,

Similarly we can prove for every x with some finite y ( 1,2, ...,m)
a>b, b.

Tem. t L* be a lattice with the following prorti:
i) complete ii) every element a is a mt of mt-irreducible elements.
iii) join is continuous with rct the genemliz (o)-logy of L*.
iv) the set L of all mt-iucible elemend all fini-mt-rucible
elemen forms a lattice with the (relative) oMer of L*. Then L* is
isomorphic with the join homomorpHc transformation-latgce of U in
{0, 1}, where L’ is dual imorphic the lattice L.

Prof. (1) One to one Corrpondence.
t a= a an exprion of a with mt-iucible elemen

X

{a X}. t a e L’ the element which coesponds to ae L, and
let f the join homomorphic mapping of L" into {0, 1} such that

f(0 a’ L’ ’
Let f the mapping of L’ into {0, 1} such that

f-(0)=
X

Now we consider the corrndence afi Clearly af. This
copoaence is uniquely determine. For if a= a= b, then

X Y

from lemma 5 for every y with some xeX (i= 1, 2, ..., n)

b > a, a.
Hence b, is includ in the idol (a L’)= ,

L’i.e. =b .
Similarly for every z , whence

X Y

This corresnnce is one to one. For if a , a, b= b, a b,
X Y

then at lst for one a (or b) there exist no finite suts y, ..., y
(or , ...,x=) such that

a > b, b,.
Hence in L’ a , therefore

f:(0) #f(0), i.e. f A.
(2) Let f a join homomorphic tnsformation of L’ into {0,1},

and let f-(0)=’= {alX). Clrly

t’= t (a L’).
X

From completeness of L* there exists an element a such that
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Hence -f.
(3) Meet homomorphism.
Let a f ax, b--/ by, then a b--(/ a) ( f by) Let fa, fb,

X Y X Y

and fb be respectively the ollowing mappings of L into {0, 1} such
that

fb-l(0) J (b’ L’)
Y

fa-b(0)’- ] {(az f L), (b f L)),
x.Y

then clearly f.b=ffb.
The last formula follows from the relation

{a,L’), (b’yL’)}=(x (a’,L’))1 (yXoY

We can easily prove from 1)-3) that this correspondence is iso-
morphic.

Corollary. The lattice L of all join homomorphic transformations
of finite lattice L’ into {0, 1} is dual isomorphic to L’.


